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Summative Assessment
I. Answer the following questions.

(10 x 3 = 30)

1. Who saw the thief first and what did the child bear say then ?
2. What did Goldilocks see in the forest ?
3. What did Goldilocks mother tell her always ?
4. What will happen if all the amphibians die ?
5. Why are the amphibians called tough survivors ?
6. What was Mother TeresaÊs original name ?
7. What national and international awards were given to her ?
8. What was Mother TeresaÊs aim in life ?
9. When did the amphibians first appear on this earth ?
10. When did Mother Teresa pass away ?
Formative Assessment
II. Write ‘True’ or ‘False’.

(10 x 1 = 10)

1. Goldilocks did not lose her way.
2. Little baby also wanted to fly.
3. Little birdie rested for sometime.
4. The number of amphibians is decreasing over the years.
5. Amphibians are small animals.
6. Goldilocks was a brave girl.
7. The babyÊs limbs are not strong.
8. Goldilocks caught a butterfly.

✁

9. Amphibians can live both on land and in water.
10. Goldilock took her motherÊs permission when she went in to the forest.
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III. Rewrite the following sentences as shown in the example.
Ex : Amphibians are animals.
They can live both on land and in water.
Amphibians are animals which can live both on land and in water.

(5 x 2 = 10)

1. A thermometer is an instrument. It measures body temperature.
Ans._________________________________________________________________
2. A water – can is a container. It holds water.
Ans. ________________________________________________________________
3. Cows are animals. They give us milk.
Ans. _________________________________________________________________
4. Eagles are birds. They fly very high.
Ans. _______________________________________________________________
5. A computer is an instrument. It makes our work easier.
Ans. ________________________________________________________________
IV. Write the meanings of the following words.
1. Pesticides

=

________________

2. Dedicated

=

________________

3. Institutions

=

________________

4. Award

=

________________

5. Dehydration =

________________

V. Tick the correctly spelt word in the following sets.
1. a) immideate

b) emmidiate

c) immediate

2. a) pliasant

b) pleasant

c) pleesant

3. a) available

b) availabel

c) evailable

4. a) pilgrim

b) Pillgrim

c) pilligrim

5. a) survivor

b) surviver

c) survivar
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VI. Fill in the blanks with the right forms of the words given in brackets.
(5 x 1 = 5)

✁

1. Vicky has _________________ up all my noodles.

(eat / eaten)

2. They have just ____________________ home.

(go/ gone)

3. She has just _________________ the homework.

(do / done)

4. Have you ever ____________________ a car ?

(drive / driven)

5. ÂWhere is your notebook ?Ê IÊve _______________ it at home. (forget / forgotten)
VII. Circle the word which does not belong to the same group.
1. night

noon

lunch

evening

2. flat

nest

house

hut

3. butter

curd

ghee

oil

4. beak

claws

hands

wings

5. toes

eyes

nose

ears

VIII. Write the plural forms of the following words.
1. Animal

–

–––––––––––––––––––

2. Place

–

–––––––––––––––––––

3. Bird

–

–––––––––––––––––––

4. Candle

–

–––––––––––––––––––

5. Girl

–

–––––––––––––––––––

(5 x 1 = 5)

(5 x 1 = 5)

IX. Fill in the blanks using either ‘a little’ or ‘a few’.

(5 x 1 = 5)

1. ÂMay I ask you __________________ questions ?Ê ÂYes, you canÊ ?
2. We have ______________________ sugar in the box. DonÊt throw away.
3. I have ________________________ biscuits in my box. Do you want one ?

✁

4. There are ____________________ birds in the bush. DonÊt go near the bush.
5. There is ____________________ water in the pot. Pour it into the glass.
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X . Some details from the life of Guru Nanak, the founder of Sikh religion
are given below. With the help of these events write a paragraph on
(10)
Guru Nanak.
Born Date : April 15, 1469
Place
: Talwandi, near Lahore, Pakistan
Parents
: Mother Tripta Devi and father Kaluchand
Knew Hindi, Persian, Punjabi and Sanskrit - helped poor people and needy - believed
there was only one God - people should lead good and honest lives.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
XI. Now write sentences beginning with ‘let’ in the blanks. Use the words
given in the brackets.
(5 x 2 = 10)
1. She is very old. She cannot cross the road. (help)
_________________________________________________________
2. It is very cold. The window is open. (close)
_________________________________________________________
3. IÊm very tired. (take a rest)
_________________________________________________________
4. He wants to go home. (go)
_________________________________________________________
5. Where is my pen ? (search)
_________________________________________________________
✫✫✫
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